Hi there.
Everything on this site relating to CHINCHILLA’s is available directly
from the PET FAIRY. GO DIRECT and save money. All goods on offer
are quality and imported.
Visit the PETFAIRY website to view additional products etc available
for your other pampered pets.........

Fun things for pets! Fun things for their people!
0832351986 (cell)
0865034344 (fx)
http://www.petfairy.co.za

CHINCHILLA FOOD

CHINCHILLA DIET WITH ROSE HIPS
The Chinchilla Diet with Rose Hips, is manufactured with the freshest locally harvested
ingredients. This diet has been developed and refined as a direct result of the
manufacturer’s close working relationship with Ph. D's in animal nutrition, along with
chinchilla breeders with long-term experience, and local veterinarians. Through long-term
use, chinchilla owners experienced impressively low disease and death rates in their
animals, as well as high reproduction rates when feeding this diet to their stock.

623g pack (R190)
1.36Kg pack (R280)
CHINCHILLA CHEWS
Chew-A-Lot Crunch Bar (R90)
Your pet will surely enjoy chewing on a piece of this candy bar shaped
flavourful fun wood treat. It offers the great taste of a softwood centre
with a crunchy bark coating. It provides a variety of textures to encourage
chewing behaviours that promote good dental health and overcomes cage
boredom. Safe, non-toxic chew toy contains no preservatives or added
colours. It has an edible paper wrapper. 1 piece per package.
Approximately 10 cm long x 5 cm wide x 0.93 cm thick.

Chew-A-Lot Bar (R90)
Keep your pet's teeth trim with this candy bar-shaped flavourful fun small
animal treat. Safe, non-toxic chew toy contains no preservatives or added
colours. It has an edible paper wrapper. 1 piece per package. Approximately
10 cm long x 5 cm wide x 0.93 cm thick.
Chew-A-Lot Barksicle (R100)
in a

11.30

Flavourful fun wood treat consists of a natural wood centre bathed
crunchy bark covering. Provides a variety of textures to encourage
chewing behaviours that promote good dental health and
overcomes cage boredom. Safe, non-toxic chew toy contains no
preservatives or added colors. 1 piece per package. Approximately
cm long x 4.74 cm wide x 1.57cm thick.

Edi-Bridge (R190)
The Ecotrition Snak Shak Edi-Bridge is a one of a kind, 100% edible
accessory for small animals. Made with fresh alfalfa and golden honey,
these unique 3-in-1 bridges are a fun hideaway, great tasting treat, and
promote small animals' natural chewing instinct.
The bridge also has an open bottom so you can see your pet while it
sleeps. Its hard texture and great taste provide the daily stimulation that small critters need
to thrive. With its realistic shape, Ecotrition Snak Shak Edi-Bridge is sure to add variety and
fun for your pet and their home. Ingredients: Pine wood shavings, cassava starch, glycerin,

alfalfa, sodium alginate, honey, propionic acid (preservative), peanut butter flavoring,
potassium sorbate (preservative), colour added (FD&C, Red #40, Blue #1, Yellow #5).For
Guinea Pigs, Rabbits, and Chinchillas. Approximately 20.32 cm x 11.43 cm x 9.52 cm tall. It
weighs189 grams.

Pumice Pet Chews (R90)
All-natural volcanic lava stones help keep teeth trimmed. Pets love to
chew, hold and run with them. Use directly as treats, chews or toys.
They can be drilled to make your own pet toys. They are easily
pulverized to make pumice bath dust. They contain no chemicals,
additives or colour dyes. 3 pieces per package. Typical pieces measure
between 3.81 cm and 5.08 cm in length.

LAVA BITES (R90)
Lava Bites are the perfect chew stones for chinchillas! Your furry friend can keep its teeth in
super shape by gnawing on these triangles of natural minerals.
Big Nut Knot Nibbler – Large (R105)
The Nut Knot Nibbler is a ball of fun for small animals. Pets will nibble and
gnaw this wooden chew toy to reach an all-natural surprise inside - a real
almond nut! Nut Knot Nibbler is made from all natural wood and safe
vegetable food colours, making it a perfect chew toy for rabbits, guinea
pigs, hamsters, gerbils, chinchillas, pet rats, and other critters! It is
approximately 13.97 cm X 13.97 cm X 11.43 cm.
CHINCHILLA TREATS

DANDELION DROPS (R90)
Satisfy your chinchilla's sweet tooth with a scrumptious treat made from real yogurt. These
1.27 cm diameter drops are a feast packed with real yogurt, real dandelion, vitamins, and
minerals. This is a 150g pack that can be resealed to keep the treats fresh.

VEGGIE BLEND TREATS 100g
Naturally loaded with Vitamins and Minerals, Veggie blend has a
taste and Crunch that Pets adore. Each pack contains sweet
potatoes, carrots, green peas, and 2 types of peppers. Offer dried or
soak in water to soften. Easier then fresh !
R120

FRUIT TASTIC TREATS
Fruit-Tastics are a new healthy treat now offered in 100 gram and 226 gram packages. Bite
size pieces of fruit flavoured food in fruit shapes. Chinchillas love the sweet taste. Contains
real fruit!
100 gram pack – R90
226 gram pack – R160

TASTY TWIGS (R70)
TASTY TWIGS' are made from natural ingredients, fruit flavoured too! You get approximately
75 assorted sticks in each pack. Easy to hold sticks for Chinchillas.

CHINCHILLA COCKTAIL (R90)
This is a wholesome, delicious treat for Chinchillas. Each pack contains rose hips, mountain
ash berries and specially selected vegetables. An ideal compliment to your pet's regular diet.
CHINCHILLA VITAMINS

CHINCHILLA BOOSTER

Under certain conditions, it may be prudent to provide a dietary supplement to assure your
pet gets the extra nutrition it may need. Breeding animals, travelling with your pet, or
displaying your pet at shows are contributing stress factors that supplements can be helpful
in relieving. Chinchilla Booster will aid in meeting the dietary requirements for most
Chinchillas. Each pack is approximately 70 grams. Retail price R130
CHINCHILLA MAINTENANCE
Chinchilla Bath Powder (R90)
This is 100% all-natural volcanic mountain pumice sand for chinchillas. This
will keep your critter clean and cuddly. It is totally safe and hypoallergenic
to insure a healthy benefit to your pet.
Animals such as chinchillas evolved to thrive in cold and dry environmental
conditions. Animals in this environment keep their coat dry, fluffy, and
effective as insulation against the harsh elements by rolling in powdery earth materials.
Bath powder is packaged in a zip-lock polybag.
CHINCHILLA CAGE ACCESORIES

The LARGE WALK UP PET BARN (R200) ... it has little
steps up the back so that your chin can walk up and lie on the top and bask... or he/she can huddle
inside for comfort. It is a whopping 33cmX23.6cmX17.78cm and the opening is 16.51cmX13.33cm....
this is definitely the best value for money. It ships in lots of pretty colours – let the Pet Fairy surprise
you!

ACRYLIC HOUSE (R280) This snug house can also be used for dust
baths to contain any possible spills! It is 20cmX20cmX20cm and the opening is about 10.16cm

WOODLAND GETAWAY EXTRA LARGE (299) This house is made of solid wood
and measures about 35.56cm x 26.03cm X 20.95cm

BEST BUY BUNGALOO (R399) This house is made of pine and is
about 33.02cm X 25.4cm X 20.95cm

Sleep-E-Tent Super Sleeper (R399)
Sleep-E-Tent is a super soft slumber spot with fluffy fleece to provide
comfort for ferrets, rabbits, guinea pigs, chinchillas, and pet rats. When
zippered, Sleep-E-Tent is a cozy hanging tent-shaped hideout. When
unzipped, Sleep-E-Tent becomes a comfortable hammock. Easily connects
inside any wire pet home to provide additional layers of living pace.
Expand the fun with this space saving design. Unzip and flip inside out for a
fresh new look. Made with quality, non-toxic materials for your pets safety.
Approximately 14.60 cm Long x 5.08 cm Wide x 34.29 cm High. Actual
colours of product may vary from image. Washing Instructions: Hand wash and lay flat to
dry.

SLEEP N LEDGE (R150)
The Sleep-N-Ledge enables you to create comfortable corners or additional shelves for your
chinchilla to lie on. Measures 17.78 cm by 12.7 cm and includes 2 sturdy chew-proof
brackets to attach it to any wire cage. Use more than one to create multiple places to look,
leap and lounge! It's made from 100% natural wood, so it's safe for pets to chew.
Movable Cage Platforms (R199)
Makes the perfect addition to any bird or small animal
cage by creating a unique and stable playpen area.

Purchase several to create a multi-level exercise cage for your pet. Easily attaches to the
horizontal wires of most bird cages...inside or outside. Approximately 31.75 cm x 20.32 cm x
12.70 cm tall.
Rollin' the Hay Spinning Dispenser (R199)
Rollin' the Hay is nutrition and fun rolled into one! This
spectacular spinning hay holder can be used three ways: hang
from any wire cage, set on the floor with the included stand, or
for a ball of fun, place anywhere in your pet's environment.
Pets love to play while eating healthy hay! Rollin' the Hay is
spectacular spinning fun for rowdy rabbits, gleeful guinea pigs,
and cheerful chinchillas. Manufacturer ships this product in
assorted colours, so actual colour of product may vary from image. Approximately 13.97 cm
Diameter, 17.78 cm tall on stand.
SANDY TUNNEL
Indestructible hollow tubes with abrasive interiors for small
mammals. Excellent for providing cover and security while
trimming your pets nails! Watch your pet build nests and scurry
in and out of the tunnels! Safe soft sand abrasive is bonded to
interior of tunnels to provide nail trimming while your pet is
playing!
15.24 cm X 10.16 cm SIZE - R370
20.32 cm X 15.24 cm SIZE –R399

SQWATTER FLAT PERCHES
MEDIUM LARGE Sqwatter Perch is around 8.89 cm by 15 cm in size (R162). The LARGE
Sqwatter Perch is around 17.78 cm by 11.43 cm in size (R193). The LARGE PLUS Sqwatter
Perch is around 21.59 cm by 12.70 cm in size (R256). The EXTRA LARGE Sqwatter Perch is
around 29.21 cm by 19.05 cm in size (R475). Each perch comes with a handy nut and bolt
attachment for easy placement inside or outside your friend's cage. Each Sqwatter is
handmade by a ceramic artist and is covered in grit so that your Chinchilla can grind his/her
nails down on the perch without harm. Sqwatters are easy to clean with warm running
water to keep your companion's environment smelling good! Your Sqwatter is made in a
variety of pretty colours - let the Pet Fairy surprise you!
CHINCHILLA EXCERCISE WHEELS
Flying Saucer Exercise Wheels (R399)

The safest exercise system in the world! It contains no cross bars or wire rungs and has a
solid running surface, making it a totally tail and toe safe design. Super silent spinner
features a stainless steel axle and acetyl plastic hub. This is an out of this world running
experience. The manufacturer ships this product in assorted colours, so the actual colour of
the wheel may differ from the image. This wheel has a 30.48 cm diameter and stands 22.86
cm tall.

GIANT SAFETY WHEEL (R350)
This is a giant 30.48 cm wheel with a solid running surface. This is a tail safe design. It can be
used free standing or be attached to the cage (attachment fittings are included).

If you already own
purchase the
just pop off the
the regular running
Leave the Sandy
When you are
just reverse the
R368

Wodent Wheel 'Wobust' 30.48 cm
The Wobust Wodent Wheel is 30.48 cm in diameter and 13.46 cm
wide with 9.10 cm “mouse-hole shaped” entry holes (earlier smaller
entry holes are shown in this photo). Overall height is 33.02 cm.
Measure your cage door opening to make sure this wheel will fit your
cage. The colours are usually Green & Black.
R592
SANDY TRACK 30.48 cm SIZE
a 30. 48 cm Wodent Wheel and wish to
running track to insert into the wheel. You
outer cover of your Wodent Wheel, remove
surface, then pop-in the Sandy Wheel Insert.
wheel in your pets cage for 24-36 hours.
ready to switch back to the regular wheel,
process!

SILENT SPINNER WHEEL (R400)
The 30.48 cm Silent Spinner wheel is wonderful! It offers a whisper quiet workout wheel for
pet Chinchillas. Patented ball bearing technology makes these wheels super silent. Silent
Spinners work two ways: free standing or attached directly to any wire cage. The high

quality plastic running surface is safe and comfortable for your furry friends feet. This comes
in assorted colours – let the Pet Fairy surprise you!

METAL CHINCHILLA WHEEL (R599)
CHINCHILLA TOYS

BURROW BALL (R350)
Your Chinchilla will have a ball playing hide-n-seek with their very own Roll-about Ball.
They’ll love playing in and climbing through the six openings on this Ball which is safe for use
inside any pet's home and is perfect for interactive playtime outside the cage. With
openings on every side of the Roll-about Ball, the possibilities are endless! Measures 25.40
cm Round.
CHINCHILLA ACCESSORIES

CHIN HARNESS (R290)
This stretchy stroller harness & leash is designed with comfort in mind. Light weight mesh
harness with adjustable Velcro closures and quick snap buckle reduces the chances of
accidental escape. Completely adjustable to fit large or small Chinchillas. Comes with a 1.2m
stretchy leash.
CHINCHILLA HUSBANDARY

NURSING KIT (R190)
This Nursing Kit contains one nursing bottle (this is a durable plastic bottle made to
withstand repeated use and sterilization). The 5 nipples come with no holes for custom
control flow of formula. The bottle is graduated to aid in accurate feeding. Each kit contains
a bottle with nipple, four extra nipples and a cleaning brush. This kit has been designed by
vets for a more natural feeding action.

POWDERED GOAT MILK (R190)
Powdered Goats Milk is one of the suggested milk replacements for many baby mammals
(under 8 weeks old). This is a 113.4g pack. This product keeps indefinitely. It is suggested for
baby mammals such as Chinchillas.

CHINCHILLA BOOKS

R170

Synopsis
Life is more fun with an inquisitive, playful chinchilla! These unique pets are adorable and
exotic looking, with soft hypoallergenic fur. They're intelligent, too-they wink to say hello,
they can learn and respond to human words, and they love music! With Chinchillas, you'll
learn all about choosing and caring for a chinchilla and bonding with your new chin. Some of
the helpful features you'll find inside include: Up-to-Date Information, Tips on Choosing the
Right Pet, Housing and Temperature Requirements, Grooming and Dust Bath Guidelines,
Fun Activities and Tricks, Diet and Nutrition Guides, Fascinating Historical Facts, Helpful
Resource Guide, Emergency First Aid Tips, Advice on Showing, Full-Color Photos, And Much
More...

